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SPECIALISTS IN DUCT MANUFACTURING
A QUALITY FINISH, EVERY TIME
Bulli Built are able to meet the demands of any job - on time, every
time. We pride ourselves on producing consistent, excellent quality
rectangular and spiral ducts (fittings and straight) at competitive
prices.
Bulli Built can supply multiple jobs simultaneously, without
disruption to normal customer requirements. We can produce your
duct in various gauges of galvanised sheet metal or zincalume
steel. The infrastructure and systems we have developed and put
in place, enable us to produce a quality finish, backed by certified
products.
We specialise in fast turn around of our spiral duct – setting new
industry standards for delivery performance. We can produce your
spiral duct in various gauges of galvanised sheet metal. Up to
500mm in diameter our spiral duct work is rigid, leak proof, and
can be manufactured to lengths of 4 metres. We hold stock for
diameters to 300mm for urgent jobs. Bends and other fittings are
also available to deliver a total solution.

RIGID, LEAKPROOF & EASILY JOINED DUCT
WORK
Our primary goal is to provide our customers with the timely supply
of high quality ductwork and associated products, as they are
required and at competitive prices.
Bulli Built understand that sometimes the demands of our
customers’ jobs can change and so we have designed flexibility
into our manufacturing processes to manage these situations and
ensure we deliver the required products in a timely manner with no
delay or disruptions to our customers’ schedules.

INTERNAL INSULATION FOR RECTANGULAR
DUCTS NOW AVAILABLE
Internal insulation to 50mm as required for rectangular ducts is
now available. Bulli Built recommends polyester insulation for the
internal insulation of air ducts as an alternative to fibre glass.
Polyester insulation is non-toxic, non-harmful, a low BOC product
and does not absorb moisture. This means easier handling with no
gloves, masks or boiler units needed.
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SPECIALISTS IN DUCT MANUFACTURING
RECTANGULAR DUCT
Bulli Built specialise in fast turn around of rectangular duct - setting new industry standards for delivery
performance. Our rectangular duct work is rigid, leak proof and fully certified; using various gauges of
galvanised sheet metal and zincalume. Built to your requirements - we can make rectangular duct in
continuous lengths of 4 metres.You can let us know whether you want it with or without vanes, baffles or
insulation.Internal insulation to 50mm and external stick on insulation as required.

SPIRAL DUCT
With spiral duct work, we can manufacture to 500mm in diameter to lengths of 3 or 4 metres. Using the
latest technology in duct manufacturing Bulli Built create rigid and leak proof spiral duct products. All
backed with fully traceable and certified products.

GALVANISED OR ZINCALUME DUCT
Bulli built is able to produce fully customised ducts made from galvanised or zincalume products. With
lengths of up to 4 metres for rectangular and 4 metres for spiral duct - we use a variety of appropriate
metals to suit the application that you have in mind for your job.

HEATING / COOLING ATTACHMENTS
We produce a variety of heating and cooling attachments, including pipe covers, return air boxes, fresh
air intakes starting collars, etc. All are fully customisable in size and you may choose the material of your
choice from our available range of materials. Foil faced poly insulation is also available where required.
Bulli Built also stock a range of consumables from silicone and access panels. General sheetmetal work,
usually fittings and boxes for the installation of domestic and light commercial air conditioning systems
as well as flashings.

Communication with customers is considered vital to delivering their ductwork smoothly and efficiently, so Bulli Built see it as
imperative that all parties involved keep communication lines open and active to achieve successful results. Whether you are
conducting a factory fit out that will need extrusion ducts or ventilation ducts that will need sheet metal of great lengths, or if you
are simply struggling to find a metal fabricator to support you with your specific needs, Bulli Built has got you covered. Delivery can
be arranged. We have short lead times and meet urgent requests. For information on our pricing refer to our Product Catalogue.
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